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Cross-laminated timber 
(CLT)

• Increased use for large buildings, 
replaces concrete and steel

• Often shows lower carbon footprint than 
concrete and steel

• These studies are based on current 
technology and practice, so the objective is 
to find how future technology and practice 
will influence the environmental 
performance of CLT
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Biofuels for transport
Fossil greenhouse gas emissions over 

the life cycle for CLT are mainly 
related to the use of diesel in 
forestry and transport

20% of diesel turnover shall be 
biobased in 2020 in Norway

Biofuels shall have 50% lower carbon 
footprint than fossil diesel based on 
life cycle assessment
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Carbon capture and 
storage (CCS)
The Norwegian government
has decided to finance at 
least one CCS plant, but
potentially two:

-Cement factory in Telemark

-District heating in Oslo

Both plants are using waste
wood for energy recovery
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Methods and data

•Assess the future change to life cycle carbon footprint for CLT with two
scenarios:
•Biofuel for transport

•CCS at end-of-life

•Reference scenario based on Environmental Product Declaration (EPD) for 
Norwegian manufacturer

•Two indicators:
•GWP-IOBC: Simplified carbon footprint modelling with instant oxidation of biogenic
carbon

•GWP-total: Biogenic carbon uptake and emissions where they occur
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A1-A3

Raw material extraction, transport and 
manufacturing

A4

Transport to building site

A5 

Installation

Scope life cycle modules

C3  

Waste processing

C4 

Waste disposal

D 

Benefits from energy recovery



Results - reference
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Results – CCS and biofuels
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Limitations and further research

•The data on CCS is from literature, so uncertain how relevant it is to 
the future case

•Allocation of emissions between related processes is important for 
CCS

•End-of-life stage or energy in raw material stage of another product (district
heating and cement)

•How to allocate between waste incineration with and without CCS
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UN SDG

SDG 9 Industry, innovation and 
infrastructure

• Lower CO2 emissions

SDG15 Life on land

• Increased forest area?

• Protected forest area?

SDG 7 Clean and affordable 
energy
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Conclusions

•Biofuels reduces the carbon footprint of CLT over the life cycle compared to 
fossil fuels

•The reductions are however much larger for CCS and gives net negative life
cycle emissions. Uncertainty about future practice

•The cumulative impact on SDG indicators could have trade-offs
between higher land use and lower GHG emissions, but also co-benefits
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Thank you!
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